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Is decarbonising your affordable 
housing stock leaving you with  
lots of unanswered questions? 
You’re not alone.

Sustainability is critical to all those in the 
development sector but particularly those  
operating to provide affordable housing. 

From Foot Anstey’s experience in this area,  
we understand the pressures and opportunities 
that decarbonising homes represents and 
have a passion for contributing to the green 
economy and ensuring that we help our housing 
association clients achieve meaningful social 
value from their decarbonisation agenda. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We have recently been supporting housing 
association clients on projects such as:

•  The retrofitting of existing homes to increase their 
energy efficiency (and reduce bills for occupiers) 
– including models to recoup capital costs of such 
works without disadvantaging the occupiers.

•  Managing supply chains to ensure supply chain 
partners are playing their part in reducing their 
carbon footprints.

•  Supporting with the procurement, supply and 
installation of heat pumps, insulation and renewable 
energy sources across property stock.

•  Helping support new EV strategies including the  
transition of fleets over to EVs and implementing  
the charging infrastructure needed to do that. 

•  Reducing embodied carbon in new build 
construction (including introducing appropriate 
provisions into contracts to allow the measurement 
and monitoring of initiatives). 

•  The installation of solar panels on site cabins for 
new builds to sit behind the meter and serve the 
needs of the construction site during that phase. 

•  Supporting with connections to district  
heat networks. 

Get in touch

Book a free consultation with Lara Borrett-Lynch  
(Head of Affordable Housing) to discuss your 
sustainability roadmap. Her team would be happy 
to meet to understand what your sustainability 
agenda looks like so that we can explore how  
we might be able to support you with bringing 
that to life, as we have done for many of our  
other clients.

Green your housing stock:  
Let Foot Anstey guide your 
sustainability journey.


